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2. Amendment of Schedule to Cap. 38:03

nJ r , E? pR<TIS?  ° f uher r' ° WerS Conferred on * e  President by section 3 (1) of the National Parks Act, the following Order is hereby made —

“ ,hc Chobe Natk™ ' park
2 The Schedule to the National Parks Act is hereby amended by Amendment 

substituting therefor the following new Schedule -  Y of Schedule
to Cap. 38:03

“CHOBE NATIONAL PARK
Commencing at point A, being a point on the International Boundary between the 
Republic of Botswana and the Caprivi Strip and being also the southwest corner of 
Kasane Township, the boundary runs in an east-southeastwards direction along the 
afore said Township boundary through beacons B and KH7 of Lease Area NO. 6-RO, 
on diagram DSL 1/70 of the Department of Surveys and Lands, to beacon KH8 of the 
said diagram; thence north-northeastwards along the said Township boundary 
through beacon C of Lot 2, Kasane, on diagram 5667/61 of the Department of Surveys 
and Lands, along the eastern boundary of the said Lot 2, Kasane, to the point of 
intersection with the Kasane-Lesomo road; thence continuing along the said 
Township boundary along the southern side of the Kasane-Lesomo road in a 
generally easterly direction to point B, being beacon FR9at the point of intersection of 
the Kasane-Lesomo road with Firebreak No. 2; thence continuing in a general 
southwesterly direction along the northwest edge of Firebreak No. 2 for approximately 
4 km to beacon FR16, being the point of intersection with Firebreak No. 7; thence in a 
southeasterly direction for approximately 2,5 km along the western edge of Firebreak 
No. 7 to beacon FR15, being the point of intersection with Firebreak No. 6, being 
point C; thence along the northern edge of Firebreak No. 6 in a southwesterly 
direction for approximately 2,2 km to beacon FR14 in the Sidudu Valley, being the 
point of intersection with Firebreak No. 8, point D; thence generally southeastwaids 
along the west side of Firebreak No. 8 following the Sidudu Valley for appioximately 
7,1 km to beacon FRIO, being the point of intersection with Firebreak No. 17, point E; 
thence southwestwards along the eastern edge of the cutline for approximately 21,3 
km to a beacon on the south side of the Lesomo-Ngwezumba Bridge road at point F; 
thence south for approximately 17,6 km to the point of intersection with the northern 
edge of the Kakulwane Seloko, approximately 500 m north-northwest of Makororo 
Pan, at point G; thence generally northeastwards along the northern edge of the said 
Seloko for approximately 7,6 km to point H ; thence southeastwards for approximately 
28 km to point I, being a point on the Ngwezumba Bridge-Nunga Valley road; thence 
generally westwards along the south side of this road for 27 km to a beacon marked



Chobe Game Reserve, being point K; thence south-southwestwards for approximately 
50,8 km to the southern edge of the cutline being point L; thence in the same direction 
along the prolongation of the said cutline for approximately 11,8 km to the point of 
intersection with latitude 19° S, being point N; thence due west along the said latitude 
19° S for approximately 84 km to the point of intersection with longitude 24° 02' E, 
being point O; thence south-southwestwards for approximately 13 km to point P, 
being the point of intersection of latitude 19° 07'S with longitude 24° E; thence 
southwestwards for approximately 26,4 km to point Q, being the point of intersection 
of latitude 19° 20' S with longitude 23° 53' E, being also a point on the Batawana 
Tribal Territory boundary and corresponding to point N of the Moremi Wildlife 
Reserve Boundary; thence due north along the said Batawana Tribal Territory 
boundary to the point of interseciton with the International Boundary between the 
Republic of Botswana and the Caprivi Strip, being point R; thence along the said 
International Boundary in a generally northeastwards direction for 2,5 km to point S; 
thence southeastwards for approximately 33,6 km to a point of Sisuma Pan, being 
point T; thence continuing southeastwards for approximately 38,6 km to a point at 
Nxunxutsha Pan in the Kashaba Valley, being point U; thence generally northeastwards 
up the said Kashaba Valley to a point at Sikiylana Pan, point V, being at the junction 
of the Namuchira Valley and the Molapowadiphofu; thence generally northwards 
and northeastwards up the said Namuchira Valley to a point at its source at 
Namuchira Pan, being point W; thence due east for approximately 1,7 km to the 
southern end of Firebreak No. 19, being point X; thence generally northwards for 
approximately 34 km along the eastern edge of the said Firebreak No. 19 to a beacon 
at Ngoma being point Y; thence due north to point Z, being a point on the 
International Boundary between the Republic of Botswana and the Caprivi Strip; 
thence generally northeastwards and eastwards along the said International Boundary 
to point A, being the point of commencement, as will more fully appear on Plan BP 
179 deposited with the Director of Surveys and Lands, Gaborone.”.

MADE this 4th day of November, 1980.
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Q.K.J. MASIRE, 
President.


